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ISFJ

General Strengths: isFJs are consistent, duty bound, and loyal. they take on the administrative 

aspects of group efforts while working to ensure that every person feels valued; they achieve 

results through positive relationships.

value to the PLC How to Show iSFJs Their value as PLC Members

Working behind the scenes on practical matters as team 
players

Following through; honoring commitments

using creativity to improve good processes and employ 
them in multiple ways

Modeling cooperation and consideration of team 
members

Follow through on details and commitments so that 
they have time for their creative style 

Keep the focus of teamwork on helping students learn

acknowledge their hard work and dedication in the 
classroom

Welcome the people-oriented perspective they bring to 
decisions

Approach to Data Approach to Accountability

use data to set work priorities

Work to help others understand how data-driven 
decisions impact people

Prefer to use multiple data sources, especially from 
students they know

Often help organize PlC data for efficient analysis if 
they are comfortable with numbers

Want clear expectations for work and for how the PlC 
will be evaluated

Work to establish and communicate a clear plan based 
on student needs

seek hands-on, concrete ways to improve student 
achievement

Feel personally responsible for the success of each student

Supportive PLC Activity Preferences Communication Style

learning by doing in PlC activities

seeing how strategies work through observations or 
modeling

Collaborating on lesson plans from initial design to 
improvement via looking at student work

emphasizing student engagement while planning and 
evaluating strategies

usually listen well; others may need to ask for their 
opinions

Often communicate their wishes or opinions indirectly

May desire protocols that allow time for reflection, 
questions, and respect 

Focus on harmony, mutual support, and sincerity

What Causes Distress or Discouragement Strategies for Relieving Stress

taking on more than their fair share of the work when 
others fail to follow through

a lack of harmony in PlC interactions or failure to provide 
clear direction for improving student achievement

insist that others take on responsibilities, perhaps by 
talking through boundaries with an objective person

Find at least one creative pursuit such as writing, 
quilting, art, or woodworking

An iSFJ might say: “although my natural strengths are handling details and following through, 

don’t leave me stranded with all the work that involves. i’ll do it all rather than let the group fail, 

yet that robs me of using my creativity to improve the things that are working well. Working 

together to add structure to implementing big strategies helps me gain confidence to bring the 

innovations to my own classroom.”




